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Nike Sportswear Air Max 1 has been a popular classic style, is indispensable in the pursuit of the function of Sneakers shoe, had to
fashion today Air Max 1 legend never ends, recently Nike Sportswear Air Max 1 "Navajo" and the introduction of new products will
become one of the masterpieces of Nike Sportswear fashion shoes type in the classic shape, delicate and smooth Suede Leather
Black collocation in Indian ethnic characteristics of the screen is also able to play, diamond pattern extremely rare like flowers bloom,
subtle Air Max 1 extraordinary charm and high rise, resulting in the sports shoes in the role of life is not so monotonous, new world
through exquisite after all kinds of mold designer styles can lead you into the trend. 

once announced to everybody that the next year, Jordan brand will launch many female models products, in front of this pair of Air
Jordan 1 Phat sale, indicates AJ series shoes tide is coming. This AJ1 Phat and toe lace holes GS lining with black nubuck leather
uppers, start swoosh and heel with violet light slip and the collar of the shoe at the side of the cortex, the feminine black lace and to
create a mesh material covering the hazy sense of temptation. Do you want to start a pair for your girlfriend or wife? Go to the Jordan
brand store and find out!
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